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At Vantage , we have an unwavering commitment to the safety of our customers and team
members. As we deal with the threat of the COVID virus, we have put extra measures in place to
help ensure the health and wellness of our team members and customers. Given the essential
nature of our industry, we know that it is vital that our team members continue to keep our
production processes flowing. Currently, we are taking extraordinary measures to ensure their
health and safety as we continue to operate in near normal mode at all of our facilities. Explore
our library of technical manuals and documents to find many of the instructions, procedures or
bulletins that will help you to properly install and maintain Hollister-Whitney equipment. If you
are missing any information here, please contact us directly so we may support you with the
information you need. For additional assistance call us at or info hollisterwhitney. Technical
Support Explore our library of technical manuals and documents to find many of the
instructions, procedures or bulletins that will help you to properly install and maintain
Hollister-Whitney equipment. Vantage Elevator Solutions uses cookies to provide you a better
experience when visiting our website. For more information, please see our privacy policy.
Without making a choice and by continuing to visit our website, you provide your consent with
the use of cookies. Accept Privacy policy. Introduction This policy implements the procedures
set forth in 17 U. It is the policy of the Company to respect the legitimate rights of copyright
owners, their agents, and representatives. Users of any part of the Company computing system
are required to respect the legal protections provided by applicable copyright law. Email:
violations contact form this email address is only for copyright infringement claims â€” you will
not receive a reply if the matter is not a copyright issue : legal hollywood. When we receive
proper notification of claimed infringement, the Company will follow the procedures outlined
herein and in the DMCA. An electronic or physical signature of the copyright owner or a person
authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.
Identification of the copyrighted work or works claimed to have been infringed. Identification of
the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is
to be removed or access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to
permit the Company to locate the material. Information reasonably sufficient to permit the
Company to contact the complaining party, including an address, telephone number, and, if
available, an email address at which the complaining party may be contacted. A statement that
the information in the notice is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining
party is authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.
If you do not include all of the above information, it may invalidate your notification or cause a
delay of the processing of the DMCA notification. Please note that, under Section f of the
Copyright Act, any person who knowingly materially misrepresents that material or activity is
infringing may be subject to liability. Please also note that the information provided in your
notification to us may be forwarded to the person who provided the allegedly infringing content.
Company reserves the right to publish Claimant information on the site in place of disabled
content. The Company will comply with the appropriate provisions of the DMCA in the event a
counter notification is received. Please note that under Section f of the Copyright Act, any
person who knowingly materially misrepresents that material or activity was removed or
disabled by mistake or misidentification may be subject to liability. Accommodation of Standard
Technical Measures It is Company policy to accommodate, and not interfere with, standard
technical measures it determines are reasonable under the circumstances, i. Click here - to use
the wp menu builder Click here - to use the wp menu builder. Where Are They Now? Want More?
Sign Up for Our Newsletter! Follow hollywood. Copyright Issues Hollywood. Complaint Notice
Procedures for Copyright Owners The following elements must be included in your copyright
infringement complaint notice: 1. Our History Page is always under construction, but there's a
bunch of really interesting stuff here! Be sure to look at the BECO catalogs we've got below,
which are a history lesson in themselves! Our site has lots of ads and pictures Most from old
telephone trade magazines. We also have some technical information for you, and some neat
items for sale! You can click on most of the pictures on this page to see a larger version. If you
have pictures that you'd like to see on our site, e-mail Mike Sandman at mike sandman. This
works on any web page with text not graphics. This is my favorite section, since it shows how
ingenious some of the pioneers of the phone business were! The Beginning of the end of the
Bell System The Hush-A-Phone was a simple product that slipped over a Candlestick Phone or
Telephone Handset and gave the user some privacy the first noise canceling microphone! There
were no electrical connections, it just slipped onto the phone. It had been advertised and sold in
trade magazines for years. These trinkets had phone numbers for the local coal company,
funeral parlor and general store, but you couldn't attach those numbers to your phone since the
phone wasn't yours. As a matter of fact, the PTTs in just about every country in the world a PTT
is the FCC of other countries followed the US lead of deregulating their telephone network after

seeing the benefits US citizens saw when they were able to connect whatever they needed to
the telephone network, both voice and data. Without that deregulation, it's possible the Internet
would have stayed a network used by the government and large corporations, since the Phone
Company would have surely made the price of data service, even slow modems, beyond the
reach of most of us. I mentioned to Helen Carter Mrs. She replied:. That's the secret of how he
did what he did. So many people just laughed at that. From my own experience, these protective
couplers were very unreliable. They often left phone lines dead because they were defective, or
the card cage they went into was defective the cards and card slots had dissimilar metals,
which caused oxidation and intermittent operation. The Phone Company didn't care, and didn't
try to fix them very hard. They figured eventually the subscriber would get tired of dealing with
the problems and go back to renting from them. I guess they were wrong. I have to say that as
an Interconnect phone man I made a lot of money going around checking dead line complaints.
It was that way before the Carterfone Decision , and it's that way today. The CarterFone itself
was a device that patched phone calls into 2-Way Radio equipment. It didn't actually wire into a
phone or the telephone network. If you have an ad for a CarterFone let me know and I'll put it on
our page and attribute it to you. Here's a picture of an original CarterFone click on it to see a
bigger version :. Jon Giberson's original CarterFone that sits on the credenza in his office. Jon
is from Connections , a company specializing in call accounting. This original Carterfone,
manufactured by Carter Electronics in , served a need for mobile radio users to interconnect
with the public telephone network. Use of the Carterfone was challenged by the telephone
companies in , and a lengthy struggle began that ultimately let to the Federal Communications
Commission. The historic Carterfone Decision allowed an open, competitive market to exist for
communications equipment and facilities to the benefit of the communications user. This
original Carterfone is one of the few remaining devices in existence, and has been preserved to
commemorate the historic legal milestone it represents. Here are some more pictures of an
original CarterFone click to see a bigger version :. Rudolph Wratten wrote in and said he has a
different model CarterFone. He says his is an acoustic coupler with a twist, a bar that both
opens the line and dials the number. A standard set is placed in a tray, and a bar goes over the
switchhook cradle. The mobile user had a telephone dial that pulsed a tone, this pulsed the bar
and thus dialed the number. The radios were half-duplex, this is to say, you could talk or listen,
one or the other. The middle page includes a picture of an IMTS type phone sitting on the
"hump" by the front seat of a Cadillac RCCs usually also offered pager beeper service, before
the Phone Companies got into it.. In the '60s through the '70's an acoustic coupler was often
used for data usually baud, per Ed Cummings , by placing a regular telephone's handset into
rubber cups the acoustic coupler. Beeps from the other end of the line would be changed into
serial data going into some kind of computer. Serial data from the local computer was changed
into beeps and transmitted to the other end of the line. Since the data was just audio beeps,
kind of like Morse Code , there were no extra exorbitant charges for data use from the Phone
Company, and there was no equipment to rent since there was no wired connection to the
phone line thanks to Tom Carter , and the Carterfone decision. A Data Modem CarterFone is a
logical extension of the original CarterFone , which used the acoustic coupler to patch voice
from a phone call into a two-way radio and vice-versa. That's 12 or 24 conversations at a time.
Talk about frustration Modern cellular systems still use a limited number of radio channels.
Rather than a single channel covering a whole metropolitan area, the channel might only serve
a few block area, allowing 24 conversations at a time within a few blocks - not a whole big city!
The 24 channels are then reused on the next few block area, and so on that's where the term
"cellular" came from. Very popular with doctors. It was a tiny radio receiver with a really tiny
speaker. When you wanted to page someone, you'd call the RCC Roger's operator, who would
add that pager number to the queue of other people being paged. There were no beeps with this
baby. The operator simply read the list of pager numbers into a recorder every fifteen minutes
or so. The recorder was an endless loop that would keep repeating the operator's recording.
The recorder simply played the audio back into the radio transmitter, which covered a good part
of the Chicago area from an antenna on a tall building downtown. To see if you were being
paged, you'd remove the pager from your belt, and push and hold a small button on the pager
while holding the tiny speaker to your ear. You'd listen through the recording to see if your
number was there. If it wasn't, you could stay at the bar a little longer? Not long after that, the
Motorola Pageboy Pager took the country and doctors by storm by always automatically
listening for specific tones being broadcast on the radio channel, and literally "beeping" to alert
the user when those tones were heard. A regular electric motor drove a magneto similar to the
ones that were cranked by hand on phones , to provide ringing voltage. The electric motor
normally ran from 48VDC, since large banks of batteries were used to provide "talk battery.
Separate generators would produce ring voltage at special frequencies cycles for party line

service, where the bells would only ring at a particular frequency. Advertisement Need to buy an
old phone? Need to sell an old phone or collection? Need an old phone repaired or refurbished?
Need parts for your old phone? Need to convert an old phone to work today? Call to get your
copy of their unbelievable full color catalog! With over 30 years of experience, they can help
you! Whether it's original or reproduction parts, a repair, a single old phone, a novelty phone, or
even a set of crank phones to make your own intercom between your house and garage, they're
the ones to call. They've also got many trailers stuffed with old telephones and equipment. Their
downtown Galesville building is a piece of history itself, with the basement level being an old
livery where carriages would drive into the building. Ron and Mary Knappen , the owners, are
internationally known antique telephone experts. They've actually "written the book s " on
antique phone collecting, pay phone collecting, and phone company histories When was it
made? You've found a great antique, and it has an old phone number on it. You figure that if you
can find out when 3 digit phone numbers were used, you'll know when the antique was made
Every Phone Company, different cities at the same Phone Company, and even different
exchanges in the same city from the same Phone Company converted their Central Office CO
equipment at different times. The historian used to be the best option, except that most of the
Phone Companies have closed their museums and fired their historians. The guys who run
phone companies today we're almost back to a monopoly really don't care about the history of
the phone business. Before they worked for the phone company they may have run a bakery or
steel mill. They don't care about the phone business any more than they care about who picks
up the garbage for the company. Sorry, but it's going to be very difficult to find out when a
particular city went to a particular type of dialing A very convenient device for attaching a
lineman's test set to wires can be made from a piece of No. The form of the device is very
clearly shown in the accompanying illustration. Each snap is made from a piece of wire 12 in.
After forming the clip in this fashion, the twisted ends can be soldered to electric light drop
cord, the joint taped and the attachment made to a magneto test set of the type ordinarily used
for testing line trouble. In addition to its durability, the writer has found that this type of clip is in
some respects a great deal more convenient to rise than the "suspender clip" frequently
furnished with the test sets for making attachment to wires. A small snap with saw-tooth jaws
frequently catches when the lineman is climbing between the wires, or when being removed
from the line, and causes annoyance. It will be readily seen that the home-made clip will not
catch on anything, and it is very much more easily put on and removed. The strength of the
attachment is shown in the rough test indicated under the conditions prevailing when the
accompanying photograph was taken. This shows, in addition to the security of the connection,
that a good electrical contact is obtained with the wires to be tested. However, one of the
advantages in this clip is that a good pull will release it. The usefulness of this will be
appreciated when it is considered that in most cases a lineman will fasten his clip to the wire to
be tested and then retire to a convenient place on the pole to wait until he can finish the test
with the wire chief. With this type of fastener, when the test is finished, it is unnecessary for him
to go hack within reaching distance of the wires in order to detach the set, as a gentle pull on
the drop cord will release the snaps. At many Phone Companies, it's been replaced by an
electronic tester, called the Sidekick. Click here to see a manual for the Kickmeter. If you can't
read it because it's too small in IE, click on the bottom of the graphic, and then click on the little
gray and orange box which will make it bigger. To save it, right click and choose "Save Target
As" to save it to your hard drive. An experienced phone man can determine the distance to
faults on a dry pair with no battery by simply flipping the reversing switch a few times, and
reading how far the needle "kicks" on this rather simple but rugged volt-ohmmeter. Comes with
sandman. Conversion Kit allows you to use regular 9V batteries in place of the old odd-shaped
45V battery. Fits right in the battery compartment of the Kick Meter. Kit includes 9V batteries
and snaps to connect to the battery connector in the Kick Meter. So maybe you want everybody
to know you're the Phone Man? The 3 inch size fits perfectly almost anywhere! They have the
familiar bell the copyright has expired , and the type style is the same as the original from many
years ago. Really neat! Use it as a replacement for a bad network or to make your own
telephone. Style may vary. This Network has been removed from a tested or Set. Network Board.
Make a Handset into a 2 Wire Phone. Small Network Board connects to Tip and Ring, electret
mic and standard receiver cartridge to make a whole phone without a dial with this little circuit
board. I don't know why, but most of these are missing from the Butt-Sets that are still laying
around. Includes long screw and nut for mounting. The Bent Nose allows the Clips to be used
on a 66 Block without shorting together. The Bed-of-Nails allows the tech to simply clip to the
wire to make contact without stripping the wire. The Spike is used to connect to aerial drop wire
by going through the heavy insulation to the wire. It's no longer recommended that you use the
Nails or Spike on wire that's used outside, that can get wet. Although the holes are self sealing

they won't keep water from getting to the copper conductor. Red Boot for Butt-Set Clip. You do
need to remove the clip from the cord to put it on the Clip! Order 1 Red and 1 Black if you need
a set! Black Boot for Butt-Set Clip. Would you like a reminder of what it was like to talk on a
phone in the old days Without the expense of a real antique phone? A reproduction of an old
phone with modern features like touch-tone dialing can be an inexpensive way to bring back the
old days! Rotary Dial Spudger. The straight end is used to release the plastic fingerwheel from a
rotary dial. You can learn an awful lot about the telephone business from these two catalogs,
from and I did! His catalogs were chock full of neat telecom stuff. He developed unique telecom
products that were used by phone companies all over the world. The end of World War II gave
Beco an opportunity to sell lots of surplus, some of which was sold directly to consumers in
magazines phones, old phones made into lamps, etc. Beco still sells and refurbishes telecom
equipment worldwide, run by Warren's son Jack.. After deciding he was a much better salesman
than a phone man, he left the operating company where his mother and sister operated the
magneto switchboard, and his brother handled the inside and outside plant. His family still runs
the phone company today. The wholesale prices in these catalogs are very entertaining! The
first catalog below is full of refurbished phone equipment that is very useful as an aid to
identifying old phone equipment. It even has old 1A1 wire spring key telephone equipment, and
conversions from old WE and Stromberg-Carlson sets to "modern looking" sets. In the second
catalog their 30th Anniversary Edition you'll see some very interesting pictures of young ladies
along with lots of telephone equipment. The picture of "Ma Bell" is not what we think of today,
with telephones strategically placed around her cover and page A great way to sell stuff to
phone men, but it wouldn't work today it's not politically correct. I've wanted to do it in our
catalog for years, but Donna has threatened me with great bodily harm to important parts if I
did. Beco's best known product is their Rubber Butt-Set. They updated the Butt-set to use a
standard size rotary dial, instead of the little one that required a pencil or small fingers to dial
but I loved that Butt-set! That Butt-set is the most rugged ever developed, and is still in use
today around the world! They replaced the rotary dial with a touch tone pad in their tone model,
still in the same round shape. The first catalog shows the with a Western Electric dial, and a
mouthpiece area that's exactly like the original WE set. The second catalog shows a redesigned
model with a larger rubber mouthpiece, and an AE dial. It also shows the 81A Test Set buzzer ,
which faded into obscurity as soon as electronic phone systems started appearing. The buzzer
in the 81A is easily heard when tracing wires, but it was soon learned that the large spikes
created by the buzzer destroyed electronic phone equipment. If you have an 81A Test Set, don't
even think about using it! The second catalog also shows the mid's line of Stromberg-Carlson
phones. I particularly liked their sets that looked just like the WE Call Director, but was available
in a six button version. I loved them because they made it easy for me to compete with Illinois
Bell, who could only supply traditional looking six button desk sets. They were pretty
reasonably priced, too. These are genuine antique catalogs from 30 or 40 years ago, so unless
you have a time machine you aren't going to be able to buy this stuff for the prices listed! If you
really want something you see in one of these catalogs, your best bet is to call Mary at She
might have it for sale, or know where you can get it. Click to See Neat Picture on Cover!
Switchboards were originally located at telephone company Central Offices, and were used to
connect subscribers together so they could talk. When businesses began installing multiple
phones within their buildings, an on-site switchboard was used to connect a particular phone to
an outside line. The switchboard also provided an intercom, where the operator would connect
one phone to another in a different part of the building. Some companies installed a separate
PAX Private Area Exchange , which was an automatic intercom between employees using
various types of dials or push-buttons. Not all locations in a business would have both types of
phones on the desk, since few employees would need to talk to people outside their company in
those days. While a PAX could be purchased by a business, a PBX and the telephones
connected to it would normally be rented costing quite a bit over the years! When there were
multiple positions that weren't covered by operators like at night , an operator could use a plug
from her switchboard in a jack of one on either side. The plugs, combined with their associated
switches, were what actually rang and connected telephones the jacks. An operator could
connect a phone with another phone, or a trunk that went to another office also a jack. Phone
company operators often had to keep track of the charges for the calls she connected, using a
timer device called a Calculagraph. Stromberg-Carlson Corded and Cordless Refurbished
Kellog Switchboard Automatic Electric Cordless Board Interesting Switchboard with only two
positions with cords, but a third position with jacks for subscribers on the far right used by
right set of cords. Test Desk with meter is hanging on the left side of the Switchboard. Some
markings are barely visible above some of the buttons. Switchboard and 51A Lamp Extractor.
These types of lamps are usually recessed into a hole, and you just can't quite grab them with a

long nose pliers it slips off. This is the traditional answer, with the original wooden handle.
There have been a ton of models and styles of phones through the years! I'm going to try to
show you some of the more interesting ones I've been able to get pictures of. Click on them to
see a bigger picture of the unique dial. There is actually a fourth column to the left on some
phones - known as A, B, C and D. These have been used on special phones in the past,
including the US Military's Autovon system. The top picture is a prototype Model set from the 's
with 10 buttons, laid out in two rows. The next one down shows a Western Electric Test Desk ,
with 10 buttons laid out in two columns going down from the same time period. This dial was
added after the Test Desk was originally put into service. On prototypes, the dials were round
white buttons with black letters and numbers. They were screwed onto posts, and locked in
place with a nut so they could be placed horizontally or vertically. When Western Electric Touch
Tone phones were finally introduced, they had the familiar gray buttons with white lettering.
Some other manufacturers stayed with the white buttons. Everybody went with square buttons
in the 3 by 4 grid layout. The picture of the yellow phone is a prototype, modified set, with a 10
button dial inserted into an adapter taking the place of the rotary dial. This same adapter with 12
buttons was used on the larger style wall phones for some time, although the Mini-Wall Phone
was much more stylish. Talking about prototypes, the bottom picture is what I think is the
neatest phone I've seen come out of Western Electric This prototype eventually became the
very popular Trimline set. For decades, the world has been trying to find a way to remove the
yellowing of plastic, caused by UV light. UV light from both the sun and fluorescent office lights
will eventually turn any light colored plastic yellow, including plastics made with UV inhibitors.
If too much UV inhibitor is mixed in with the plastic, the plastic gets brittle and breaks easily.
This is a real problem for light colored antique phones and computers, since few people want to
display the ugly yellowed plastic in their collection of neat stuff. The yellowing is generally only
on the vary top layer of the plastic - it's seldom if ever yellowed all the way through. The first
method for getting rid of the yellowing on plastic was to use a buffing wheel to remove the top
layer of plastic. That's possible on a phone with smooth shiny plastic, but it won't work on
textured or flat plastics. It's also very labor intensive because you have to buff off the plastic in
all the grooves and edges, which can be difficult to impossible. The plastic can also be sanded
down with sand paper until the yellowing is gone, instead of using a buffing wheel with an
aggressive rouge. Note that a regular grinder that spins at rpm will destroy just about any
plastic, because of the heat that builds up as you press the plastic against the buffing wheel. A
real buffing wheel spins at RPM, and even then you have to keep the part moving - and not
press too hard to prevent the plastic surface from being burned you can destroy a perfectly nice
antique very quickly with a buffing wheel! After the top layer of yellowed plastic is buffed or
sanded off, the plastic has to be polished with a buffing wheel with a polishing compound, so
it's shiny. Again, this is impossible if the phone or computer has textured surfaces. For
business phones, painting quickly became the method of choice to remove the yellowing, and
sell the phone as refurbished. There are some good painters, and some very bad painters. They
use good paint, and very bad paint. Drips, runs and dust in the paint is common with the bad
painters I've picked up a painted handset that felt like sand paper there was so much dust on it.
Maybe not a big deal for a desk phone in an office, but a bad choice for an antique. In the 90's,
there was a company who dipped the yellowed plastic in a solution to remove the yellowing the
phone had to be completely disassembled. Apparently it worked sometimes, but the company
went out of business. Recently, some geeks who understand chemistry came up with a
chemical mix they call Retr0bright. It's not a commercial cleaner you can buy. It's a formula for a
mixture you can put together yourself to remove the yellowing from your own stuff The pictures
at the left and above show computer cases before and after treatment. This is actually very
amazing. Of course, as soon as you remove the yellowing the UV light we all live in will start
yellowing it again unless you keep it in the dark? In going through these ads, it's amazing to see
how many of the companies in the telephone business were started in the Chicago area. Here
are some neat old tools, blocks etc In the beginning There was the Bell System , an organization
of phone companies with the same owner. There were also the Independents , who were all of
the other phone companies owned by anyone else who teamed up to compete with the Bell
System. The rivalry included "long distance" lines between phone companies, which carried
traffic between cities. In the beginning, you couldn't even call someone who was a subscriber in
the competing system, since the lines didn't connect anywhere. There was pretty fierce fighting
between these groups for many years. Bell eventually won, buying up most of the Independents
after beating them into submission. The Bell System owned Western Electric , which
manufactured or sourced most of the popular stuff used by the Bell System. There were many
manufacturers competing for the Independent's business, as well as trying to sell to the Bell
System. You'll see ads for a lot of those companies throughout this page. The Telephone , a

video that we sell further down the page , does a great job of explaining the development of the
telephone and the Bell System - and how they beat the Independents. It's well worth watching,
and not very expensive. Click on the interesting patch on the left! It was sold by an organization
called TAP in the 's. It was made to look exactly like the patch then worn on the jackets of Bell
System employees throughout the country the jackets with the racing stripes. Members of TAP
were really the first "hackers," primarily concentrating on making free phone calls through "The
Phone Company. Members of TAP 'invented' the various colored boxes which allowed free
calls. Some of them also did jail time, since 'Ma Bell' wasn't too happy with them - and she had a
lot of pull with the authorities! The same payphone parts were used by many different
manufacturers, who added their own handsets, transmitters, dials etc. Scanned from Magazine
The Hacker Quarterly. Even the full page ad was pretty impressive! This fantastic Poster
features pictures of 30 phones, ranging from Bell's first in to the "new" Picturephone in which
was never actually put into full production. There is a Limited Supply of these posters, so you
should buy one now if you think it would look good in your home or office. Shipped in a tube,
ready for framing. Click on the Poster to see it in more detail. Adjusting an old or set to ring on
lower voltages like a VoIP device. The old and sets with double gong ringers, and sets mini-wall
phones with single gong ringers, have a small bias spring to adjust the clapper on the bell. The
bias spring was normally shipped in the high position so the bell wouldn't tap when a rotary
phone was dialed or another phone went on and off-hook - which can put out a spike that's
enough to move the clapper a little. If you have less than the standard 90V AC ringing and
would like to make an old style phone ring, you could try setting the bias spring to the low
position to see if it rings. If you need a piece of telecom or electronic equipment manufactured,
use our telecom expertise, our existing products, our plastic enclosures, and short run
manufacturing experience to help you get your product made quickly. It may take us as little as
a day to engineer a way to solve a strange problem, and only a short time to put it into
production Everything Happened Around the Switchboard. This is really fun reading! I sure
wouldn't want to do what Eldon Hathaway and his family did for over 30 years to keep the
Bryant Pond Telephone Co. Setting poles, running open wire in the dead of winter, fixing and
replacing old crank phones, repairing and replacing finicky old switchboards, driving and
repairing finicky old telephone trucks Makes me glad I've worked as a phone man in the city!
Just an Old Telephone Man. If you've been a phone man, this really hits home! Judge describes
his career as a phone man, from his first days including morning coffee , through his retirement.
He's got an incredible number of stories that would be interesting to anyone, but they're really
funny and familiar to a phone man! A great tool for students, teachers, researchers, and anyone
interested in Computer History. Covers early mechanical calculating devices, early vacuum tube
computers, Giant Brains, early mainframes and minicomputers, early microcomputers and
more! Click on the Independent Badge to see a bigger version. Sorry, we don't have any
Independent signs for sale. You can actually USE the phones in your collection! You can attach
8 Phones with their own extension numbers to the PBXtra, to call among themselves. Even
more if you double up on extension numbers! Each port has around 2 REN will ring 2 bells in
standard sets. If you want to call out of your house, dedicate one or more ports to outside lines.
Since all 8 ports on the PBXtra are universal, they can either be extension ports or outside lines.
Lines are accessed by dialing 9. You can program incoming calls to ring at any extension you
choose or all extensions. If you have 2 outside lines, you'll have 6 extension ports to use for
phones. If you have 1 outside line, you'll have 7 extension ports for phones. The PBXtra can be
set up to use rotary phones for both inside and outside dialing, so it's perfect for collectors!
Those types of phones will probably blow up the PBXtra, but can be wired together among
themselves to form a little "system. PBXtra Phone System. Even so, there are still some
crackpots using this type of phone system or Centrex with single line phones, and they just tell
you to "Call back if I cut you off while transferring you. The Cloth Coverings on these cords
make them perfect to replace original cords on antiques and replicas, or to give a modern
phone an unusual look. Cloth 2 Conductor Receiver Cord. Cloth 4 Cond Handset Cord. If your
phone only uses 3 wires, just tape or cut off the extra wire. Straight not Coiled Brown 4. These
are most often used on Replica phones. Straight not Coiled Black 4. The Cloth Coverings on
these Line Cords make them perfect to replace original Base Cords on antiques, or give modern
phones a unique look. Bell Labs made the decision way back when that the order of the wires in
each modular connection should be reversed. That means that the order of the pins in the mod
jack on the wall is in the reverse order of the mod jack on the back of the telephone. I have no
idea but the guys at Bell Labs were the smartest guys around so they must have had a reason at
the time. Flat Telephone Line Cord often has a seam running down just one side of the cord to
help with the orientation of the plugs as they're installed. Sometimes the individual wires in the
flat cord aren't colored at all, or there's just one colored wire. When held with the clips down ,

you can see that Yellow is on the right on one end of the cord, and Black on the other. In special
applications the plugs may be put on so black or yellow is on the same side at each end. That's
referred to as a Straight Through Straight-Thru cord not reversed. That's carried through to
today's Modular Ethernet Networking Cords:. The wires are lined up the same from left to right
on both ends of an Ethernet Cable. We can make any size cord you need. Phone Orders at , or
this item can be ordered Online:. We can make any size cord you need! Sometimes you have to
make sure that whatever is on the second pair in the jack doesn't get to the phone. That's where
a 2 Conductor Modular Line Cord can save you the labor of rewiring the jacks. If you need it in
Black to match a phone, White to get up and down a wall without being noticed much , or in a
longer length get our CAT5e Patch Cord which will do the same thing. Modular Line Cord Silver Satin. Black Modular Handset Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Flat Black Modular Handset Cords: 6
and 12'. Charcoal Gray Modular Handset Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Light Gray Modular Handset
Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Off-White Modular Handset Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Ash Modular Handset
Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Almond Modular Handset Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. White Modular Handset
Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Ivory Modular Handset Cords: 6, 12 and 25'. Cherry Red Modular Handset
Cords: 12 and 25'. These are the Best Handset Cords we can find! A lot of Handset Cords turn
into a knotted mess very quickly. If you don't unwind your cords once in a while these will also
eventually turn into a knotted mess, It will just take longer. That means that the order of the pins
in the mod jack in the phone is in the reverse order of the mod jack on the handset. I don't know
why? Flat Telephone Handset Coiled Cord often has a seam running down just one side of the
cord to help with the orientation of the plugs as they're installed. When held with the clips down
, you can see that Black is on the right on one end of the cord, and Red on the other. In special
applications the plugs may be put on so black or red is on the same side at each end. In the old
days when all the phones had carbon transmitters the polarity of the handset didn't matter. If
you somehow get a straight-thru handset cord on a phone with an electret transmitter that
needs a regular reversed handset cord, there will be 'no-transmit. NOTE: Colors may not be
accurate on any particular monitor. Black Non-Modular Handset Cord: 6'. Ash Non-Modular
Handset Cords: 9 and 15'. Ivory Non-Modular Handset Cords: 9 and 15'. NOTE: Color may not be
accurate on any particular monitor. This is a 6 Conductor Handset Cord Coiled that is modular
on one end , and hard-wire spade lugs on the other end, for Special Applications! Specially
made with handset sized smaller modular plugs, to plug into the smaller handset sized jack. Put
the spare pair from a station cable on our Handset Biscuit Jack , and send the audio to a central
Voice Logger from our Handset Recording Adapter to that jack on the wall, using this Straight
Handset Cord. Using a cord with the smaller plugs prevents the phone from being plugged into
the special jack for the Voice Logger, by mistake. Modular Reversing Cord Don't want to remove
the jack and swap the pairs, or can't do it in the phone room? Just stick the Modular Reversing
Cord in-series with the polarity sensitive device, and you're done. Other versions that reverse
other pairs, including 8 pin plugs and jacks, are available. Just tell us what you need! We've
tried all the others and this is the only one we can depend on! Heavy duty metal construction
with comfortable hand grips. Most crimpers start crimping on an angle at one side of the plug causing the pins to sometimes get cocked. We are so confident in these crimp tools that we've
made our own Heavy Duty Crimpers using these tools to reduce hand strain for our production
workers we use three of them in our shop. We remove the hand grips and drill and tap one of
the handles on the tool to mount it to the custom arbor press. We replace the actual Crimp Tool
, which is the same one we stock and you can buy here, about once a year. They do eventually
just plain wear out! Sorry, we don't sell these Heavy Duty Crimpers. If someone crimped a
regular mod plug not AMP brand in the tool, the pins on the soft pot metal die would get bent
over and the die would be destroyed. After throwing away my AMP crimp tool with the
replaceable dies I've never had a problem with mod plugs! Suitable for flat silver satin cord and
solid wire cable. Includes cutter and stripper for flat wire. Suitable for flat silver satin type cord
and solid wire. Includes cutter and stripper for flat wire, and a stripper for round cable:. Use a
Scissors Not Dikes to Cut the Cable so the wires have a nice flat end that you can see through
the clear connector to make sure they are all the way in. You'll probably need to cut it flat with
scissors after arranging the wires in order, before you insert the wires into the plug. I find it
easier to strip quite a bit of jacket off, arrange the wires, then cut it flat to the correct length with
scissors before inserting the wires in the plug. On most plugs for Solid Wire , the bottom half of
the rectangle where you insert the cable is rounded - like a half moon not all manufacturers do
this, but the ones we carry do. Never use a modular plug with a rectangular entrance on solid
wire, since it's only make for stranded or tinsel wire. It's often faster to crimp a modular plug
plug onto the end of the cable that's going to plug into the equipment, rather than put up a jack
and use a flat cord to connect to the equipment. Stranded Wire Plugs are used on flat handset
and base cords, which have tinsel or stranded wire. Tinsel wire is a bunch of copper clad

ribbons, which is quite flexible compared to stranded or solid copper wire. Stranded Wire Plugs
won't work on solid wire because the points on the pins just put dimples into the tops of the
solid copper wire. The pins work their way up and give you an intermittent connection almost
immediately. They don't cut into the sides of the wire like plugs made for solid wire do. Solid
Wire Plugs dig into the sizes of copper wire, making a gas tight connection. A gas tight
connection means that air can't get between the wire and the metal used for the IDC Insulation
Displacement Connection terminal, causing oxidation and an eventual intermittent connection.
You will really be sorry if you use flat type stranded plugs on solid copper wire! They cause
hard to find intermittent problems that will cost you more in service calls than you made on the
job in the first place If you put the wrong plugs on the cable, the only fix is to go back and crimp
the correct plugs on the cable! Never crimp a handset plug on solid copper wire! It will be
intermittent almost immediately! Never crimp this Stranded Only plug on solid copper wire! Blue
Universal Pin Modular Plug. Use any regular 8 Pin Modular Crimping Tool. Works with both
Solid and Stranded wire flat and round. This is the Plug to use with any Telephone Line Tester!
Non-Snag Clip on the Modular K-Plug is long enough to push with a pair of gloves on, and it
won't break off! Because it's longer than a standard Modular Plug, it's much easier to use with
Testers that you need to plug-in and out all the time. Use with stranded flat type wire, not solid
copper wire. Replacement lamps for Switchboards and Beehive Lamp Assemblies. This lamp is
neat, because it will light when the line is ringing if the voltage is over about 80VAC. When used
for Message Waiting, the lamp also lights flickers when the line is ringing. Used on old Lighted
Dial Phones newer lighted dial phones are line powered. Click here to see them! Toggle cookie
consent banner. This site uses cookies to provide the best experience. Learn More Accept.
Since Click on the hard working guys on the right This boy is standing on a pole with many
"Open Wire" phone lines not too smart. Poles would feed out in all directions from a town's
Central Office. The plaque under the glass says: The Original "Carterfone" This original
Carterfone, manufactured by Carter Electronics in , served a need for mobile radio users to
interconnect with the public telephone network. Carterfone Communications Corporation
Dallas, Texas Here are some more pictures of an original CarterFone click to see a bigger
version : Rudolph Wratten wrote in and said he has a different model CarterFone. I can't believe
this thing! The First Office Headset? Replacement Desk Stands. First Craft Access Terminal Back needed to be charged every day! They are now discontinued These are official looking
patches! Limited Quantity! Be sure to bend over the strain relief! Order 2 if you need a set!
Includes a molded pocket clip and caps. Retr0Bright For decades, the world has been trying to
find a way to remove the yellowing of plastic, caused by UV light. Construction drawing Shows
how phone men ran wire through old office buildings, hidden in molding at ceiling. This one's
also a Torch! The phones were often in very fancy large booths. He started selling the familiar
"3 Slot" payphone in , which remained basically the same many interchangeable parts until see
ad below. Gray was sold to Automatic Electric in This is the first thing visitors walk up to in our
office! Adjusting an old or set to ring on lower voltages like a VoIP device The old and sets with
double gong ringers, and sets mini-wall phones with single gong ringers, have a small bias
spring to adjust the clapper on the bell. We Specialize in Strange Telecom Stuff! Hathaway
Pages: Soft Cover This is really fun reading! We don't know how good we've got it, but you can
sure find out in this great book! Well worth the read! Signs like this hung outside many Phone
Company offices around the country for years. For many years, there was a Fierce Fight
between the Independents and Bell. Bell eventually won, pretty much buying up most of the
Independents. As you can see, they both talked about their Local and Long Distance service.
When used for line sharing, put a fax on one port and all incoming calls will go to the fax, while
the fax will use the next available line for outgoing calls. DIP Switches select line or station.
Programs from first station port X , using touch tone phone. Default Dial 9 for CO Line. Program
other Trunk Groups as desired. Gives Busy Signal if all trunks busy. Incoming calls can be
programmed to ring at any station. DISA feature answers an incoming call and allows caller to
get dial tone, and dial an extension number or trunk access code when calling into the system.
The caller must know what extension number to dial. There are no voice prompts. Stations can
use Tone or Rotary Phones. CO Lines must be programmed for Rotary, to allow rotary phones
to dial outside the system. Music on Hold Input. Maximum data speed of 28K from Stations.
Great for home or office phones! The Modular Plug allows you to use your phone in modern
Modular Jacks. Phone Orders at , or this item can be ordered Online: Comes with sandman.
This cord is wired Standard Reversed. Same as above, but 14 feet. We put a lot of modular
plugs on all kinds of solid wire and flat custom cables in our production department. Modular
Plugs for Flat and Round Wire On most plugs for Solid Wire , the bottom half of the rectangle
where you insert the cable is rounded - like a half moon not all manufacturers do this, but the
ones we carry do. Bag of Comes with sandman. Interesting Switchboard with only two positions

with cords, but a third position with jacks for subscribers on the far right used by right set of
cords. Click for a bigger photo of the Drops used for incoming calls instead of a lamp , and
connections on the Magneto Test Desk. The first payphones had an attendant who collected the
money and placed the calls. Nice ad with the various models of Gray Pay Stations. Double Gong
Ringer. Bias Spring in Low Position. Bias Spring in High Position. Search results. Skip to search
results. Diamond Vogel launches new product line for fleet applications. Jun 2, â€”. Superior
Signals introduces new camera kits. Jun 2, â€” Superior Signals Inc. Olathe, Kansas extended
their camera inventory with four new high-quality camera kits that can be used for a wide variety
of applications. A perspective on workforce development. IMT enhances Dominator line with
new features. Jun 2, â€” Iowa Mold Tooling Co. IMT Garner, Iowa announced three new
enhancements to its Dominator line of service trucks, including improvements to boom support,
master lock system and rear access package. BOSS Industries announces new director of
engineering. Miltenberger work resume has an extensive list of rotary screw manufacturers,
including BOSS Industries several years ago. Eaton targets vocational fleets with host of
transmission enhancements. TODCO hires director of fleet and aftermarket sales. ASA
Electronics releases rear sensor system. Federal budget season opens. Muncie Power Products
announces new senior executive director. Executive Leadership Summit helps industry
companies navigate a changing world. Eberhard Manufacturing releases new logo. Jun 2, â€”
Allison Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana announced a collaboration with LHP Telematics, an
industry leader in creating custom white label telematics solutions focused on OEMs and dealer
networks. Jun 2, â€” Dakota Fluid Power Inc. Truck Equipment Glossary - N. Skilled trade
school expands in Madison Heights, Michigan. Truck-Lite releases fully-compliant, six-inch
combination lamp. Jun 2, â€” Truck-Lite Co. The world of computing is changing! Jun 2, â€”
More and more users are shifting their internet access methods from desktop to mobile.
Ridewell Suspensions expands engineering team. Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield,
Missouri added Robert Cummings to the engineering team as a design engineer. Ridewell offers
new low ride height trailer suspensions. TE Powertrain. Truck-Lite announces new investor.
Mack announces medium-duty truck line. Jun 2, â€” Mack Trucks is getting into the
medium-duty business, announcing an all-new Mack MD series of medium-duty trucks, with
production to start in July in a new manufacturing facility in Roanoke Valley, Virginia. IMT hires
new purchasing manager. Miller releases new T94 series welding helmets. Jun 2, â€” Miller
Electric Mfg. Appleton, Wisconsin launched the new T94 Series welding helmets, designed to
reduce neck strain and fatigue, while improving operator comfort, visibility and productivity.
Mickey's new reefer body designed for city deliveries. Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies designed
a new refrigerated van body featuring thermal-efficient composite panels on the roof, walls and
floor designed to maintain the inside temperature from 0 degrees to 32 degrees F more
efficiently than conventional panels. Important upcoming dates. Diversification success stories.
August truck orders show modest monthly increase. Jun 2, â€” Early reports on Class 8 truck
orders for the month of August show a modest increase compared to July, but as
manufacturers open up slots for , it seems that fleets are in no hurry to fill them. Sample FET
communication to your Senators. Muncie Power Products updates several products. Jun 2, â€”
Muncie Power Products Inc. Jerr-Dan offering financing program. Through this program,
distributors can now provide financing directly to their customers from Jerr-Dan on new and
used Jerr-Dan equipment. The new electric tipper truck will be deployed in Australia at a local
city council. WorkTruckCert celebrates anniversary with enhanced data integration model.
Truck Equipment Glossary - K. Buyers Products Company expands sales team. Jun 2, â€”
Keystone Automotive Operations Inc. Muncie welcomes back Salvatore Knieriem. Daimler
Truck, Volvo Group form fuel cell joint venture. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Truck AG and the Volvo
Group agreed to join forces in an effort to speed up the development, establishment and
acceptance of fuel cell vehicles. Lightning Systems announces new all-electric, low cab forward
Class 6 model. Jun 2, â€” Lightning Systems Loveland, Colorado announced a new all-electric
low cab forward model for commercial and government fleets in the Class 6 segment. ASA
Electronics celebrates 40th anniversary. Drive Products adds Omar B. Sandlin II as VP. Sandlin
II as vice president of business development, United States. Tracking of workplace injuries and
illnesses. Peterson launches updated website. Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Company
Grandview, Missouri launched its newly-updated website at pmlights. Morgan Olson awarded
new patent. Increased infrastructure spending expected. NTEA releases U. Construction Sector
Report. US 9,, B2 for their horizontal ejection technology. Path to leadership: A conversation
with Jeff Messer. Parts and services marketing in the work truck industry. Bosch debuts Class
diagnostic scan tool. Jun 2, â€” Bosch announced a new HDS heavy duty scan tool, which the
company said is designed to be an easy-to-use, cost-effective solution for technicians working
on Class trucks. Industry profitability resources. Monroe Truck Equipment earns Ford Ranger

ship thru. Terex Utilities online training assists students, apprentices, and experienced
operators. Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities Watertown, South Dakota announced The Edge online
training curriculum, offering a convenient, self-paced training tool for operators seeking to
document their understanding of Aerial Device and Digger Derrick operation. Motiv to supply
electric trucks for U. Postal Service test. Postal Service. The first of the Class 4 medium-duty
vans began service late last year. Aimed at the vocational truck markets the Detroit DD8 is a 7.
Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International Inc. Reyco Granning names vice president of engineering.
Jun 2, â€” Reyco Granning Mt. Vernon, Missouri announce the promotion of John Hinz to vice
president of engineering, reporting to John Stuart. Balancing improvement and innovation.
California state motor vehicle pollution control standards. Wheels Inc. Jun 2, â€” Wheels, Inc.
Des Plaines, Illinois announced Canfield Equipment as the recipient of its Up-fit Supplier of the
Year Award for performance excellence, exemplary service and innovation. Fontaine
Modification opens new truck modification center in Texas. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification
Fleet Services has moved its Laredo, Texas, modification center 14 miles down the road to a
new 27,square-foot facility adjacent to TruckMovers, a yard management and third-party
logistics service provider. SuperSprings announces new SumoSprings. Carpinteria, California
introduced various new SumoSprings to support snowplow and ballast equipped quarter-ton,
half-ton, and one-ton pickup truck applications. Jun 2, â€” Crestline Coach Saskatchewan,
Canada announced the recent addition of the Crestline manufactured Patient Transport Unit to
its portfolio of specialty vehicle solutions. Omaha Standard Palfinger names regional sales
manager. SuperSprings announces new search engine. Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International
Carpinteria, California announced the SuperSprings Product Finder, a new search engine to
help distributors, upfitters and end-user customers research and see all the front and rear
suspension upgrade options available. Jun 2, â€” Workhorse Group Inc. March truck sales
surge. Jun 2, â€” March retail truck sales showed big month-to-month gains across the board,
but the market will be increasingly challenged to keep up with the torrid pace set in Stellar
announces new regional sales manager. Jun 2, â€” Stellar Industries Inc. Garner, Iowa
announced Kevin Harmon as the new mid-south regional sales manager. Harmon has 15 years
of service accumulated at Stellar. Wabash expands supplier agreement with Meritor. Mack
offers LR model in 4x2 configuration. Jun 2, â€” Mack Trucks' low-entry refuse cabover, the
Mack LR, is being offered in a 4x2 configuration as a lighter, more maneuverable option for
refuse collection. AAG will have their new aftermarket autogas system on display in a Ford F 7.
Henderson Products announces relocation of Illinois facility. Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products
Manchester, Iowa announced their Illinois installation and distribution center moved to Huntley,
Illinois. Truck-Lite partners with NanoMech Industries. Mitchell 1 adds text messaging to
manager SE Truck Edition. Jun 2, â€” Mitchell 1 Poway, California announced the Manager SE
Truck Edition shop management system has been enhanced with new text-messaging
capabilities through its MessageCenter feature. Western Products announces new and
enhanced plows. Designed trailers are split lengthwise with a center dividing wall, creating two
refrigerated compartments. Muncie Power Products offers pre-wet package options for all truck
sizes. Muncie, Indiana announced availability of pre-wet packages for all truck sizes. Generation
Next offers professional and workforce development at WTS Jun 2, â€” With industry talent at a
premium, companies are seeking resources on recruiting, retaining and engaging the next
generation of employees. FMVSS Vanair announces retirement of Al Keithly. Jun 2, â€” Vanair
Michigan City, Indiana announced the retirement of Al Keithley, after After 13 years working as
the director of operations and then as vice president of vehicle integration. Truck-Lite releases
44 Series four-inch combination lamp. United Truck Bodies develops new safety and stability
improvements for Jun 2, â€” United Truck Bodies Phoenix, Arizona unveiled the new safety
features and improvements for its utility bodies in Laval, Quebec announces its 40th
anniversary in In 40 years, more than 50, truck bodies came out of its factory. Miller Industries
launches new extra-long heavy wrecker. Ooltewah, Tennessee announced a new longer version
of their heavy-duty Century integrated wrecker- the XL. Winning matters but so does failing.
McKean began his career with General Motors in BrandFX introduces advanced line of
fiberglass-based composite truck service bodies. Muncie Power Products announces personnel
addition. Muncie, Indiana named Mike Rasnick as the new director - zone sales team. Jun 2, â€”
LINE-X Huntsville, Alabama launched a new service offering complete light- and medium-duty
work truck upfitting with a quick turnaround. Freightliner online tool helps spec medium-duty
trucks. Peterson introduces Timer Box Switch. Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Grandview,
Missouri introduced the Timer Box Switch, a new system for controlling interior cargo lights
with push-button ease and timed convenience. Hyva Corp announces crane solution for vehicle
recovery. Jun 2, â€” Hyva Corp Bensonville, Illinois announced a crane solution for vehicle
recovery, simple, but effective, and ideal for situations where it is impossible for conventional

recovery trucks to reach. Truck-Lite celebrates the life and career of Bradley Van Riper. Van
Riper after a brief battle with cancer. NHTSA's rearview camera requirements affect commercial
vehicles. Jun 2, â€” Steve Spata and Susan Dehne stook attendees on what Spata called an
"enchanted journey" that would make the regulatory language easier to understand. TBEI
announces new vice president. Eby plants awarded Ford drop-ship codes. Allison provides
commercial-duty transmissions for the new International CV series. Jun 2, â€” Allison
Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana announced the Allison Series and Series are the exclusive
fully automatic transmissions for the newly introduced International CV Series vocational
trucks. Wasatch Fleet Service awarded bailment pool by Ram. This will allow Wasatch to bring
in vehicles directly from Ram from the Bailment allocation. Superior Signals introduces LED
strobe series. The new series features 11 built-in flash patterns, six LEDs per head, and a
five-year warranty. Consumer Confidence rebounds in July to Jun 2, â€” American consumer
confidence rebounded this month to the highest level since November after drooping in June.
The Conference Board said its consumer confidence index rose to Link completes family of
self-steer auxiliary suspensions with 20K model. ARBOC introduces new transit solution. Jun 2,
â€” Rostra Precision Controls Inc. Truck Equipment Glossary - E. Motiv introducing cost-cutting
battery controller for its EV chassis. Jun 2, â€” Electric truck developer Motiv Power Systems
Foster City, California developed a new unified battery controller that can cut costs, increase
cargo capacity and speed up the build process for trucks based on its medium-duty EPIC
chassis. Allison Transmission launches new transmission and partnership with Freightliner
Trucks. Daimler: Electric delivery trucks, vans on the way for U. Jun 2, â€” Daimler plans to
introduce two new electric commercial vehicles into the U. IMT announces additions to sales
team. Palfleet announces One Palfleet plan to better serve customers. Jun 2, â€” PalFleet Truck
Equipment PalFleet Tiffin, Ohio recently established a centralized management team and three
focused divisions within the organization to best serve their customers: truck equipment,
material handling and service. Peterson names Al Anderson as VP of sales and marketing.
Ryder partners with EV newcomer Chanje on service, sales. Jun 2, â€” Ryder System, Inc.
Optronics introduces Fusion thinline surface-mount LED lamp. Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies
High Point, North Carolina launched Mickey Fleet Services, a one-stop fleet services company
dedicated to helping customers keep their fleets on the road. Fisher Engineering unveils new
products at WTS Triple C Inc. Jun 2, â€” Triple C Inc. Recently, HydraBed has taken its expertise
in livestock equipment and applied their unique designs to the construction industry with the
introduction of the Reel Lift. InterMotive teams with FCA for officer safety. Truck-Lite launches
Road Ready system. EBY announces new distributor in Northeastern Pennsylvania. Jun 2, â€”
M. Determining gross combined weight rating. Karmak and ITC host user group meeting. Jun 2,
â€” Karmak Inc. Carlinville, Illinois partnered with Interstate Truck Center ITC , a multi-location
dealership in California, to host a user group meeting for companies running Fusion. Vanair
announces new product manager. Whelen Engineering launches new products. Jun 2, â€”
Whelen Engineering Chester, Connecticut introduced several new products designed for
optimal intensity and dependability, keeping emergency response professionals and the public
safe at every scene. Jun 2, â€” Brake and Equipment Company Butler, Wisconsin and Auto
Brake Clutch and Gear joined forces to offer a comprehensive portfolio of services and
equipment for truck fleets and operators in the Southeast, Wisconsin region. NTEA releases
training module on powertrain systems. Transfer Flow introduces gallon replacement tank for F
power stroke diesel pickup. Jun 2, â€” Transfer Flow Inc. Chico, California introduced a gallon
high-capacity midship replacement tank for â€”19 Ford F Power Stroke diesel crew cab short
bed trucks. Future Line opens new manufacturing facility. Maintainer introduces new foot
service crane. Jun 2, â€” Maintainer Corporation of Iowa Inc. The new H telescopic crane has a
maximum lift capacity of 8, pounds. Hendrickson launches new suspension and axle solutions
for the Terex T Truck Crane. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced availability of a
48, pound tandem front air suspension and axle system and a 60, pound capacity tandem rear
air suspension. DTNA announces senior leadership changes. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks North
America DTNA announced two key transitions in the senior leadership of channel marketing
and corporate communications for the company. Electric medium duty trucks could change the
delivery game. Hercules Manufacturing Company adds inside sales representative. Hours of
service of drivers. The company is the industry leader in the commercial truck inventory
solutions market. Jun 2, â€” VT Hackney, Inc. Washington, North Carolina hired Tracy Bowen as
southwest district sales manager responsible for the Kidron refrigerated truck body and trailer
product lines covering Texas, Colorado, and Oklahoma. Big hit for U. Jun 2, â€” U. Boosting
Canada-United States relations. Allied Body Works announces personnel changes. Jun 2, â€”
Allied Body Works Seattle, Washington announced personnel promotions to newly-created
positions. Kussmaul Electronics introduces mini battery voltage meter. Jun 2, â€” Kussmaul

Electronics West Sayville, New York released the easy-to-mount universal indicator displaying
current battery voltage. Terms of service. Westin Automotive Products to acquire assets of
Superwinch. Jun 2, â€” Westin Automotive Products, Inc. San Dimas, California announced it is
in the process of acquiring specific assets, IP rights and brand name of Superwinch Group,
located in Portland, Oregon. New report reveals industry sales. Quick guide to industry
acronyms. Jun 2, â€” Understanding the many industry acronyms and terms can be
overwhelming. This quick guide can get you up to speed on some of the most important terms
and meanings. Muncie launches Muncie Start. It reduces startup torque for high-inertia loads,
allowing for a smooth engagement of the PTO. Ridewell releases short track disc brake axles.
Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri released a new series of short track axles
that can easily be configured with Automatic Tire Inflation Systems. Utility Equipment Service
announces new partnership. Jun 2, â€” Utility Equipment Service Inc. Terex offers redesigned
auger drill. The new auger drill features enhanced control systems and a hydrostatic drive
transmission for easier operation and productivity. Flaps Up introduces automatic lift system.
Stellar Industries adds Curry Supply Phoenix to distribution locations. Garner, Iowa announced
the addition of Curry Supply in Gilbert, Arizona, to their growing distribution network. Spec
according to law. Peterbilt adds Wingman Advanced safety system to more medium duty
models. Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that its medium-duty Models and will now be available
with the Bendix Wingman Advanced safety system. Five truck trend takeaways from March. So
here are the biggest stories from March focused on the latest truck trends, all in one place.
Bonnell Industries Inc awarded snow and ice handling equipment contract. Jun 2, â€” Bonnell
Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois announced they were awarded a contract in the snow and ice
handling equipment category through Sourcewell. The contract number is BNL. Green Truck
Association Board of Governors candidate profiles. Pontius adds more 14 years of sales
experience in the truck equipment and utility industry. Class trucks pace improved truck sales
in May. Jun 2, â€” Retail sales of medium and heavy trucks were up slightly in May, although the
year-to-date total continues to lag due to the weaker Class 8 market, according to figures
compiled by WardsAuto. Vehicle lightweighting â€” A critical path to success. IMT launches
redesigned website. IMT Garner, Iowa launched their revamped website at imt. The redeveloped
site enhances user experience and information access. International Truck makes Bendix air
disc brakes standard on severe service trucks. Peterbilt offers new powertrain, safety options
for trucks. Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that the Paccar Automatic Transmission is now
available as an option with Paccar MX diesel engines. Temporary exemption from motor vehicle
safety and bumper standards. Break Out Box is a multi-access hub for CAN bus connections to
help reduce compatibility issues on the network. Allison Transmission and Department of
Defense to upgrade propulsion systems. Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission partners with the U.
Superior Signals launches new LED beacon. Olathe, Kansas announced the addition of a new
LED beacon series. The SY series is a high profile beacon available in either permanent or
magnetic mount options. Superior Signals Inc. Medium-duty orders cool in October. Jun 2, â€”
Orders of classes vehicles fell 1. Lightning Hybrids buses transports Denali National Park
visitors. Keystone Automotive Operations Inc. Exeter, Pennsylvania welcomed Motul Oil to its
speed and performance line card. Work Truck Solutions adds Bernie Brenner to board of
directors. His extensive experience in automotive and mature market disruption will provide the
company with key strategic guidance. Aspen Equipment sells railroad rental division to Danella
Companies Inc. Jun 2, â€” Aspen Equipment Bloomington, Minnesota announced the decision
to focus resources and energies on the production and service of new railroad truck equipment.
Work Truck Solutions announces new commercial dealer training and education. Jun 2, â€”
Work Truck Solutions Chico, California partnered with Skillo, a Learning Management System,
to offer dealerships interactive, online training on how to run their commercial business better
and sell more trucks. Path to leadership: A conversation with Eric Jones. Barko invites
conference attendees to visit the Barko team at booth Senate introduces concurrent resolution
opposing Federal Excise Tax increases. Utility Equipment Service Inc. Spring Hill, Tennessee
announced an ownership change effective the end of March Isuzu announces production of
all-new Class 6 truck. The company made the announcement The Work Truck Show Masterack
defines executive direction with strategic new hires. Jun 2, â€” Masterack Decatur, Georgia
announced the addition of three key leadership roles, including vice president of engineering,
director of fleet sales, and director of marketing and product development. Dues Invoice
Display. Link Manufacturing adds two key sales executives. Lee's Summit, Missouri announces
the patent-pending Genesis Adjustable Door Grabbers offering numerous advantages of many
competitive door holdback products on the market. Elliott Equipment introduces D86 Digger
Derrick. Like its predecessors, the D and D, the D86 is specifically designed for transmission
and heavy-duty construction projects. Eastern Wrecker Sales Inc celebrates 50 years in

business. The company was founded founded in by Billy Kornegay and Worden Price, and is
still owned and operated by the same two men. Mickey Truck Bodies launches expansion plan.
Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies High Point, North Carolina announced plans to break ground on
a 20,square-foot liftgate installation facility. Odyne Systems, LLC secures investment, expands
electrification technology for large trucks. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
Manufacturing in U. Jun 2, â€” Manufacturing in the U. Allison to bring 9-speed automatic
transmission to market by Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission plans to release the first 9-speed
fully automatic transmission in , offering fuel savings and available to help meet the next round
of greenhouse gas emissions standards. Federal overtime rule temporarily halted. Ridewell
offers factory integrated air tank for RSS suspensions. Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions
Springfield, Missouri announced the availability of a pre-plumbed, factory integrated air tank kit
option for the self-steering RSS 8K, 10K, and 13K suspension systems. Hiniker introduces new
skid steer snow pushers. Vanair announces personnel additions. Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan
City, Indiana announces the addition of Jonathan Kokot as director of service, warranty, and
training; Gabby Gearheart in the engineering department; and Marcus Thoreson as senior
design engineer. Truck OEMs shift into high gear with new products. Jun 2, â€” January
through March is a busy time for work truck suppliers as they roll out new models and
technology. LGS Group announces new national sales manager. Jun 2, â€” Hercules Mfg.
Hendrickson acquires Frauenthal U-Bolt segment. The signing took place on May 30, , and the
final title transfer will take place in June Muncie launches new quiet PTO. Allison Transmission
reveals fully integrated electric propulsion system for commercial trucks. Detroit Chassis
announces staff changes. Jun 2, â€” Detroit Chassis Detroit, Michigan announced Pradeep
Kashyap joined as vice president of engineering and program management. The company also
selected Michael Hinton as director of human resources. Before his current position, Baney
served for nearly three years as Kenworth assistant general manager for sales and marketing.
Special NTEA truck dealer membership offer. Truck Equipment Glossary - D. Vanair announces
director of procurement and supply chain. Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced
Greg Kelly was promoted to director of procurement and supply chain. Kelly joined Vanair in
March to strategically manage supply chain vendors and other aspects of the procurement
process. Truck Product Conference showcases new model year vehicles. Work Truck Solutions
adds to senior leadership team. Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico, California announced
the addition of Shawn Horswill, vice president of customer success, and Joe Schneider, vice
president of marketing and sales operations. Empowering your team through education. Jun 2,
â€” Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced T and T are now available with the Dana Spicer
S series of single-reduction, single-drive axles, ranging from 16,pound to 21,pound gross axle
weight rating. Ford to make all-electric version of its F truck. Jun 2, â€” Ford will make an
all-electric plugin version of the F pickup truck. Bringing a demo truck into Canada. Isuzu
announces Class 5 gasoline trucks to join lineup. Jun 2, â€” Isuzu Commercial Truck of America
Anaheim, California announced production plans for its and model-year lineup. Aspen
Equipment promotes Cole Lundeen to inside sales for railroad division. Previously, Aspen
Equipment hired Lundeen for the service writer position. Jun 2, â€” Sales-i announced its
partnership with Karmak Carlinville, Illinois to deliver unrivaled insight into customer accounts.
Through this strategic partnership, customers will have instant access to a complete degree
view of customer accounts. SEA Electric achieves patent milestone. Eaton Cummins Automated
Transmission Technologies joint venture adds new downspeed overdrive model. Jun 2, â€”
Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies joint venture announced the addition of
a new downspeed overdrive model to its broad range of Eaton and Cummins SmartAdvantage
Powertrains. Initial jobless claims drop 25, to , Jun 2, â€” The number of Americans who applied
for unemployment benefits last week sank by 25, to ,, marking the second-lowest level of the
current economic expansion. Building a customer-centric website: focus on the user
experience. Lee Summit, Missouri announced Mike Ferraiolo accepted the position of vice
president of sales. Ferraiolo brings more than 20 years of experience helping customers in
numerous industrial markets. First medium-duty Chevy Silverado trucks ship to dealers. The
trucks were first shown to the public at WTS Hiab appoints Scott Hall to lead global sales and
services. Jun 2, â€” Hiab, part of Cargotec, appointed Scott Hall as senior vice president, sales
and services. Hall will lead Hiab's global sales and services function and drive sales and
services excellence across Hiab's global network. Jun 2, â€” FCA is relocating production of its
next-generation Ram Heavy Duty truck from a production location in Mexico to an assembly
plant in Michigan. Medium and heavy truck sales down 13 percent in October. Jun 2, â€”
Medium and heavy truck sales were down 13 percent in October over the same period a year
ago and down 5 percent from the previous month. Jun 2, â€” XL Hybrids, Inc. Steel prices on
the rise â€” for now. Kenworth cabovers receive more Dana Spicer axle options. Jun 2, â€”

Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced the K and K medium-duty cabovers will now be
available with three Dana Spicer axle series for different applications. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine
Modification Fleet Services Statesville, North Carolina installs solar panel systems from eNow
Solar Energy Solutions in response to increased fleet demand for the capability to collect and
use solar energy to power auxiliary power units. Detail Page. VT Hackney announces retirement
and district sales manager. The Company hired Niki Mikolike as the new district sales manager.
Hitachi Capital America names senior vice president and GM of transportation finance. Mitchell
1 enhances wiring diagram navigation in TruckSeries repair software. Jun 2, â€” Mitchell 1
Poway, California announced the latest upgrade to their truck repair software suite includes
enhanced wiring diagrams featuring intelligent navigation. Commercial vehicle certification
series â€” part one. Executive Leadership Summit brings perspective to key industry issues.
Stellar Industries mourns the loss of Margaret Tue. Garner, Iowa announced the passing of
industry-veteran Margaret Tue. Tue started with Stellar in March of Safe Fleet forms commercial
vehicle division. Craig Bonham. Intercon opens new facility in Pennsylvania. Aston,
Pennsylvania completed its relocation and construction project at A Conchester Highway in
Aston, Pennsylvania. Chevrolet expands its low cab forward range with a new Class 6 truck. Jun
2, â€” Chevrolet Detroit, Michigan announced it's expanding their range of low cab forward
trucks with a new dock-height Class 6 model â€” the XD. BrandFX to consolidate production
capabilities in Iowa. The move is designed to help the company optimize manufacturing
operations and efficiencies for its composite bodies. Hendrickson announces organizational
changes. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced Matt Joy was promoted to the
position of chief operating officer. The Company also announced two additional changes.
Support FET repeal. Ridewell announces the passing of Claude Sauriol. Jun 2, â€” With great
sadness, Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the sudden death of Claude
Sauriol, regional sales manager for Canada. GM redesigns Duramax 6. Jun 2, â€” General
Motors has announced that a newly redesigned Duramax 6. Medium and heavy truck sales
down seven percent in September. Auto Truck Group offers Mercedes-Benz ship-thru. Jun 2,
â€” Auto Truck Group entered into a new agreement with Mercedes-Benz to offer ship-thru
service for the Mercedes van product line. Miller Industries announces new solutions for heavy
loads. Ooltewah, Tennessee now offers a high-pressure air bag lifting kit, ideal for use in
heavy-duty recoveries. Henderson Products awarded four-year national contract through
Sourcewell. Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products, Inc. Manchester, Iowa awarded Sourcewell contract
for procurement of brine production, application and storage systems. Karmak announces
Modula integration. Carlinville, Illinois announced integration with Modula, a high-quality
storage and retrieval solution designed to optimize space and improve warehouse management.
Daimler Trucks merges global autonomous efforts into one group. Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks is
pooling its autonomous trucking efforts into a global group to put highly automated trucks on
U. Fontaine Modification installs Merlin Solar Panels; help fleets avoid expensive jumpstarts.
Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina announced it now offers installation
of solar panel systems from Merlin Solar for customers nationwide. Truck-Lite receives
innovation award from Buffalo Business First. Business First honors manufacturing companies
that represent a major economic force. Cummins announces expansion of X15 portfolio. Jun 2,
â€” Cummins Inc. Columbus, Indiana announced the expansion of its X15 portfolio with a new
X15 Efficiency Series engine and the X15 Productivity Series, offering operational efficiency
without compromising the performance and drivability that driv. White paper: Specs for weight
distribution and bridge laws. VT Hackney announces district sales manager for Kidron
products. Washington, North Carolina hired Michael Cecala as northern Midwest district sales
manager, responsible for the Kidron refrigerated truck body and trailer product lines. Daimler
taps Daum to head global truck and bus business. Where is the green fleet? CM Truck Beds
announces key additions to product lineup. This LED module offers two unique functions to
increase equipment visibility to commuters and other equipment operators. Jun 2, â€” Lightning
Systems, a global developer of efficiency and emissions improvement solutions for fleets,
announced that its new LightningElectric zero-emissions package for the Ford Transit HD has
been approved for the New York Truck-Voucher Incentive. Isuzu technicians wins silver in world
technical challenge. Anaheim, California announced its U. Mitsubishi Fuso makes personnel
announcements. Lognan Twp. Fontaine Modification opens new Michigan facility to support
Detroit Chassis. Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina opened its tenth
modification center located in the greater Detroit, Michigan, area. Phase 2 GHG rules to curtail
use of glider kits. Jun 2, â€” Glider kits â€” new trucks that are equipped with older engines and
drivetrain components â€” will be almost outlawed by Karmak announces addition of Ford
Integrations in Fusion. Carlinville, Illinois announced a suite of new Ford integrations in Fusion.
Lightning Systems rolls out all-electric Ford Transit. Jun 2, â€” The new Lightning Systems

zero-emissions hydrogen fuel cell range extender for the LightningElectric Ford Transit has
been developed in partnership with several industry partners and will extend the range of the LE
50 to over miles. Hazardous materials: Adoption of miscellaneous petitions to reduce regulatory
burdens. Maintainer expands its electric-hydraulic crane line. Sheldon, Iowa announced the
addition of new foot electric-hydraulic and hydraulic cranes to its innovative line of service
truck cranes. Vanair announces new regional sales managers. Parks as Western regional sales
manager. Hino Trucks announces partnership with Los Angeles Rams. The low-profile,
ceiling-mounted HVAC will make it possible for OEMs and cabin manufacturers to design
vehicle-control spaces with increased headroom. Safe Fleet acquires Roll-Rite. Roll-Rite is an
industry-leading provider of innovative OEM and aftermarket safety products that protect cargo,
reduce risks to drivers and roadways, and improve fleet effic. Hendrickson announces new VP
of marketing. Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced Jeff Sass joined in a new key
role as vice president of marketing. It will enable the parent of Freightliner and Western Star
Trucks to do more broad-based vehicle testing not far from its Portland headquarters. ISM
manufacturing index hits Jun 2, â€” Economic activity in the manufacturing sector expanded in
March for the 94th consecutive month. The index hit Navistar's Fleet Charge program celebrates
30 years. Leo Wieseler passes away. Wieseler Jr. GM proposes nationwide zero-emissions
vehicle sales mandate. Jun 2, â€” General Motors says it will ask the federal government for one
national gas mileage standard, including a requirement that a percentage of auto companies'
sales be zero-emissions vehicles. Vanair introduces new patent-pending Integrated Separator
Tank. The new separator tank design features integrated manifolds containing a minimum
pressure valve, thermo-valve, and more. The Service Truck Power Kit is an assembled power kit
connecting to an existing power supply. Ranger Design adds accessories to QuickShip
program. Products on QuickShip ordered from Ranger Design before 1 p. EST ship from their
factory the next business day. Terex Utilities to deliver 5, aerial devices to China. GTA data
logger drive and duty cycle analysis program. Bonnell expansion leads to updated customer
journey. Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois recently implemented a number of
changes to increase convenience and streamline the purchasing and servicing process. PPG
adds adhesives and sealants research facility. ReeferTek adds refrigerated truck body
conversion capability. Jun 2, â€” ReeferTek USA, a national manufacturer of refrigerated vans,
recently introduced a new line of refrigerated truck bodies. Sheldon, Iowa announced the
addition of Chantell Abshire as chief financial officer and head of human resources and safety.
Upfitters' recall responsibilities. Jun 2, â€” In the last year, record numbers of vehicle recalls
have been reported. Klein Products achieves ISO certification. This accomplishment
demonstrates the company uses an effective quality management system. Ranger Design
revamps Partskeeper cases and cabinets. Jun 2, â€” Ranger Design Montreal, Quebec launched
a revamped version of one of their most popular product lines, the Partskeeper cases and
cabinets. Terex Utilities appoints new VP and general manager. Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities
appointed Clint Weber to vice president and general manager. In this role, Weber will have
overall responsibility for leading the worldwide business. Hino celebrates grand opening of new
manufacturing facility in Mineral Wells, West Virginia. Truck Equipment Glossary - J. Monroe
Truck Equipment announces new vice president. Jun 2, â€” Monroe Truck Equipment Inc. CM
Truck Beds adds service bodies to portfolio. Curry Supply expands marketing department.
Keystone Automotive announces new speed and performance lines. Exeter, Pennsylvania
added new lines to its speed and performance lineup this year. A perspective on workforce
development Jun 2, â€”. Federal budget season opens Jun 2, â€”. Muncie Power Products
announces new senior executive director Jun 2, â€” Muncie Power Products Muncie, Indiana
announced Alan Jones as the new senior executive director of engineering. Executive
Leadership Summit helps industry companies navigate a changing world Jun 2, â€”. Truck
Equipment Glossary - N Jun 2, â€”. Ridewell Suspensions expands engineering team Jun 2, â€”
Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri added Robert Cummings to the engineering team
as a design engineer. TE Powertrain Jun 2, â€”. Mack announces medium-duty truck line Jun 2,
â€” Mack Trucks is getting into the medium-duty business, announcing an all-new Mack MD
series of medium-duty trucks, with production to start in July in a new manufacturing facility in
Roanoke Valley, Virginia. Mickey's new reefer body designed for city deliveries Jun 2, â€”
Mickey Truck Bodies designed a new refrigerated van body featuring thermal-efficient
composite panels on the roof, walls and floor designed to maintain the inside temperature from
0 degrees to 32 degrees F more efficiently than conventional panels. Important upcoming dates
Jun 2, â€”. Diversification success stories Jun 2, â€”. August truck orders show modest
monthly increase Jun 2, â€” Early reports on Class 8 truck orders for the month of August show
a modest increase compared to July, but as manufacturers open up slots for , it seems that
fleets are in no hurry to fill them. WorkTruckCert celebrates anniversary with enhanced data

integration model Jun 2, â€”. Truck Equipment Glossary - K Jun 2, â€”. Daimler Truck, Volvo
Group form fuel cell joint venture Jun 2, â€” Daimler Truck AG and the Volvo Group agreed to
join forces in an effort to speed up the development, establishment and acceptance of fuel cell
vehicles. Lightning Systems announces new all-electric, low cab forward Class 6 model Jun 2,
â€” Lightning Systems Loveland, Colorado announced a new all-electric low cab forward model
for commercial and government fleets in the Class 6 segment. Tracking of workplace injuries
and illnesses Jun 2, â€”. Peterson launches updated website Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing
Company Grandview, Missouri launched its newly-updated website at pmlights. Increased
infrastructure spending expected Jun 2, â€”. Construction Sector Report Jun 2, â€”. Path to
leadership: A conversation with Jeff Messer Jun 2, â€”. Parts and services marketing in the
work truck industry Jun 2, â€”. Bosch debuts Class diagnostic scan tool Jun 2, â€” Bosch
announced a new HDS heavy duty scan tool, which the company said is designed to be an
easy-to-use, cost-effective solution for technicians working on Class trucks. Industry
profitability resources Jun 2, â€”. Terex Utilities online training assists students, apprentices,
and experienced operators Jun 2, â€” Terex Utilities Watertown, South Dakota announced The
Edge online training curriculum, offering a convenient, self-paced training tool for operators
seeking to document their understanding of Aerial Device and Digger Derrick operation.
Balancing improvement and innovation Jun 2, â€”. California state motor vehicle pollution
control standards Jun 2, â€” The Environmental Protection Agency EPA issued a notice for
public hearing and comment. Fontaine Modification opens new truck modification center in
Texas Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Fleet Services has moved its Laredo, Texas,
modification center 14 miles down the road to a new 27,square-foot facility adjacent to
TruckMovers, a yard management and third-party logistics service provider. SuperSprings
announces new search engine Jun 2, â€” SuperSprings International Carpinteria, California
announced the SuperSprings Product Finder, a new search engine to help distributors, upfitters
and end-user customers research and see all the front and rear suspension upgrade options
available. March truck sales surge Jun 2, â€” March retail truck sales showed big
month-to-month gains across the board, but the market will be increasingly challenged to keep
up with the torrid pace set in Stellar announces new regional sales manager Jun 2, â€” Stellar
Industries Inc. Mack offers LR model in 4x2 configuration Jun 2, â€” Mack Trucks' low-entry
refuse cabover, the Mack LR, is being offered in a 4x2 configuration as a lighter, more
maneuverable option for refuse collection. Henderson Products announces relocation of Illinois
facility Jun 2, â€” Henderson Products Manchester, Iowa announced their Illinois installation
and distribution center moved to Huntley, Illinois. Generation Next offers professional and
workforce development at WTS17 Jun 2, â€” With industry talent at a premium, companies are
seeking resources on recruiting, retaining and engaging the next generation of employees.
Vanair announces retirement of Al Keithly Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced
the retirement of Al Keithley, after After 13 years working as the director of operations and then
as vice president of vehicle integration. United Truck Bodies develops new safety and stability
improvements for Jun 2, â€” United Truck Bodies Phoenix, Arizona unveiled the new safety
features and improvements for its utility bodies in Winning matters but so does failing Jun 2,
â€”. Peterson introduces Timer Box Switch Jun 2, â€” Peterson Manufacturing Grandview,
Missouri introduced the Timer Box Switch, a new system for controlling interior cargo lights
with push-button ease and timed convenience. Hyva Corp announces crane solution for vehicle
recovery Jun 2, â€” Hyva Corp Bensonville, Illinois announced a crane solution for vehicle
recovery, simple, but effective, and ideal for situations where it is impossible for conventional
recovery trucks to reach. NHTSA's rearview camera requirements affect commercial vehicles
Jun 2, â€” Steve Spata and Susan Dehne stook attendees on what Spata called an "enchanted
journey" that would make the regulatory language easier to understand. Allison provides
commercial-duty transmissions for the new International CV series Jun 2, â€” Allison
Transmission Indianapolis, Indiana announced the Allison Series and Series are the exclusive
fully automatic transmissions for the newly introduced International CV Series vocational
trucks. Link completes family of self-steer auxiliary suspensions with 20K model Jun 2, â€” Link
Manufacturing Sioux Center, Iowa announced it will unveil details of its newly updated and
improved 20K self-steer suspension in booth at The Work Truck Show in Indianapolis, Indiana.
Truck Equipment Glossary - E Jun 2, â€”. Motiv introducing cost-cutting battery controller for
its EV chassis Jun 2, â€” Electric truck developer Motiv Power Systems Foster City, California
developed a new unified battery controller that can cut costs, increase cargo capacity and
speed up the build process for trucks based on its medium-duty EPIC chassis. Palfleet
announces One Palfleet plan to better serve customers Jun 2, â€” PalFleet Truck Equipment
PalFleet Tiffin, Ohio recently established a centralized management team and three focused
divisions within the organization to best serve their customers: truck equipment, material

handling and service. Determining gross combined weight rating Jun 2, â€”. Whelen
Engineering launches new products Jun 2, â€” Whelen Engineering Chester, Connecticut
introduced several new products designed for optimal intensity and dependability, keeping
emergency response professionals and the public safe at every scene. NTEA releases training
module on powertrain systems Jun 2, â€”. Transfer Flow introduces gallon replacement tank for
F power stroke diesel pickup Jun 2, â€” Transfer Flow Inc. Hendrickson launches new
suspension and axle solutions for the Terex T Truck Crane Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca,
Illinois announced availability of a 48, pound tandem front air suspension and axle system and
a 60, pound capacity tandem rear air suspension. Hours of service of drivers Jun 2, â€”. Allied
Body Works announces personnel changes Jun 2, â€” Allied Body Works Seattle, Washington
announced personnel promotions to newly-created positions. Kussmaul Electronics introduces
mini battery voltage meter Jun 2, â€” Kussmaul Electronics West Sayville, New York released
the easy-to-mount universal indicator displaying current battery voltage. Terms of service Jun
2, â€”. New report reveals industry sales Jun 2, â€”. Quick guide to industry acronyms Jun 2,
â€” Understanding the many industry acronyms and terms can be overwhelming. Ridewell
releases short track disc brake axles Jun 2, â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri
released a new series of short track axles that can easily be configured with Automatic Tire
Inflation Systems. Peterbilt adds Wingman Advanced safety system to more medium duty
models Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that its medium-duty Models and will now be available
with the Bendix Wingman Advanced safety system. Bonnell Industries Inc awarded snow and
ice handling equipment contract Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois announced
they were awarded a contract in the snow and ice handling equipment category through
Sourcewell. Class trucks pace improved truck sales in May Jun 2, â€” Retail sales of medium
and heavy trucks were up slightly in May, although the year-to-date total continues to lag due to
the weaker Class 8 market, according to figures compiled by WardsAuto. Vehicle lightweighting
â€” A critical path to success Jun 2, â€”. Peterbilt offers new powertrain, safety options for
trucks Jun 2, â€” Peterbilt announced that the Paccar Automatic Transmission is now available
as an option with Paccar MX diesel engines. Temporary exemption from motor vehicle safety
and bumper standards Jun 2, â€”. Medium-duty orders cool in October Jun 2, â€” Orders of
classes vehicles fell 1. Work Truck Solutions announces new commercial dealer training and
education Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico, California partnered with Skillo, a Learning
Management System, to offer dealerships interactive, online training on how to run their
commercial business better and sell more trucks. Path to leadership: A conversation with Eric
Jones Jun 2, â€”. Senate introduces concurrent resolution opposing Federal Excise Tax
increases Jun 2, â€”. Masterack defines executive direction with strategic new hires Jun 2, â€”
Masterack Decatur, Georgia announced the addition of three key leadership roles, including
vice president of engineering, director of fleet sales, and director of marketing and product
development. Dues Invoice Display Jun 2, â€”. Mickey Truck Bodies launches expansion plan
Jun 2, â€” Mickey Truck Bodies High Point, North Carolina announced plans to break ground on
a 20,square-foot liftgate installation facility. Allison to bring 9-speed automatic transmission to
market by Jun 2, â€” Allison Transmission plans to release the first 9-speed fully automatic
transmission in , offering fuel savings and available to help meet the next round of greenhouse
gas emissions standards. Ridewell offers factory integrated air tank for RSS suspensions Jun 2,
â€” Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the availability of a pre-plumbed,
factory integrated air tank kit option for the self-steering RSS 8K, 10K, and 13K suspension
systems. Hiniker introduces new skid steer snow pushers Jun 2, â€” Hiniker Company Mankato,
Minnesota introduced its new Series Skid Steer Snow Pushers, available in and inch widths.
Vanair announces personnel additions Jun 2, â€” Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announces the
addition of Jonathan Kokot as director of service, warranty, and training; Gabby Gearheart in
the engineering department; and Marcus Thoreson as senior design engineer. Truck OEMs shift
into high gear with new products Jun 2, â€” January through March is a busy time for work
truck suppliers as they roll out new models and technology. Allison Transmission reveals fully
integrated electric propulsion system for commercial trucks Jun 2, â€” At the Advanced Clean
Technology ACT Expo, Allison Transmission is introducing the new AXE Series, one of the
most powerful e-axle systems for medium- and heavy-duty trucks in the world. Detroit Chassis
announces staff changes Jun 2, â€” Detroit Chassis Detroit, Michigan announced Pradeep
Kashyap joined as vice president of engineering and program management. Truck Equipment
Glossary - D Jun 2, â€”. Vanair announces director of procurement and supply chain Jun 2, â€”
Vanair Michigan City, Indiana announced Greg Kelly was promoted to director of procurement
and supply chain. Truck Product Conference showcases new model year vehicles Jun 2, â€”.
Work Truck Solutions adds to senior leadership team Jun 2, â€” Work Truck Solutions Chico,
California announced the addition of Shawn Horswill, vice president of customer success, and

Joe Schneider, vice president of marketing and sales operations. Empowering your team
through education Jun 2, â€”. Kenworth T and T now offer Dana Spicer S Series single-drive
axles Jun 2, â€” Kenworth Kirkland, Washington announced T and T are now available with the
Dana Spicer S series of single-reduction, single-drive axles, ranging from 16,pound to 21,pound
gross axle weight rating. Ford to make all-electric version of its F truck Jun 2, â€” Ford will
make an all-electric plugin version of the F pickup truck. Bringing a demo truck into Canada Jun
2, â€”. Isuzu announces Class 5 gasoline trucks to join lineup Jun 2, â€” Isuzu Commercial
Truck of America Anaheim, California announced production plans for its and model-year
lineup. Aspen Equipment promotes Cole Lundeen to inside sales for railroad division Jun 2, â€”
Aspen Equipment Bloomington, Minnesota promoted Cole Lundeen to inside sales for the
railroad division. Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies joint venture adds
new downspeed overdrive model Jun 2, â€” Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission
Technologies joint venture announced the addition of a new downspeed overdrive model to its
broad range of Eaton and Cummins SmartAdvantage Powertrains. Initial jobless claims drop 25,
to , Jun 2, â€” The number of Americans who applied for unemployment benefits last week sank
by 25, to ,, marking the second-lowest level of the current economic expansion. Building a
customer-centric website: focus on the user experience Jun 2, â€”. First medium-duty Chevy
Silverado trucks ship to dealers Jun 2, â€” The Chevrolet Silverado HD, HD, and HD chassis cab
trucks â€” the first-ever medium-duty Silverado trucks â€” are in production and on their way to
dealerships starting Dec. Hiab appoints Scott Hall to lead global sales and services Jun 2, â€”
Hiab, part of Cargotec, appointed Scott Hall as senior vice president, sales and services.
Medium and heavy truck sales down 13 percent in October Jun 2, â€” Medium and heavy truck
sales were down 13 percent in October over the same period a year ago and down 5 percent
from the previous month. LightingGuideDetails Jun 2, â€”. Steel prices on the rise â€” for now
Jun 2, â€”. Kenworth cabovers receive more Dana Spicer axle options Jun 2, â€” Kenworth
Kirkland, Washington announced the K and K medium-duty cabovers will now be available with
three Dana Spicer axle series for different applications. Fontaine Modification installs eNow
Solar Power Units on their trucks Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Fleet Services Statesville,
North Carolina installs solar panel systems from eNow Solar Energy Solutions in response to
increased fleet demand for the capability to collect and use solar energy to power auxiliary
power units. Mitchell 1 enhances wiring diagram navigation in TruckSeries repair software Jun
2, â€” Mitchell 1 Poway, California announced the latest upgrade to their truck repair software
suite includes enhanced wiring diagrams featuring intelligent navigation. Commercial vehicle
certification series â€” part one Jun 2, â€”. Executive Leadership Summit brings perspective to
key industry issues Jun 2, â€”. JobBankRedirect Jun 2, â€”. Chevrolet expands its low cab
forward range with a new Class 6 truck Jun 2, â€” Chevrolet Detroit, Michigan announced it's
expanding their range of low cab forward trucks with a new dock-height Class 6 model â€” the
XD. Hendrickson announces organizational changes Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois
announced Matt Joy was promoted to the position of chief operating officer. Support FET repeal
Jun 2, â€”. Ridewell announces the passing of Claude Sauriol Jun 2, â€” With great sadness,
Ridewell Suspensions Springfield, Missouri announced the sudden death of Claude Sauriol,
regional sales manager for Canada. Karmak announces Modula integration Jun 2, â€” Karmak
Inc. Daimler Trucks merges global autonomous efforts into one group Jun 2, â€” Daimler Trucks
is pooling its autonomous trucking efforts into a global group to put highly automated trucks on
U. Fontaine Modification installs Merlin Solar Panels; help fleets avoid expensive jumpstarts
Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina announced it now offers installation
of solar panel systems from Merlin Solar for customers nationwide. Cummins announces
expansion of X15 portfolio Jun 2, â€” Cummins Inc. White paper: Specs for weight distribution
and bridge laws Jun 2, â€”. Fontaine Modification opens new Michigan facility to support Detroit
Chassis Jun 2, â€” Fontaine Modification Charlotte, North Carolina opened its tenth
modification center located in the greater Detroit, Michigan, area. Phase 2 GHG rules to curtail
use of glider kits Jun 2, â€” Glider kits â€” new trucks that are equipped with older engines and
drivetrain components â€” will be almost outlawed by Lightning Systems rolls out all-electric
Ford Transit Jun 2, â€” The new Lightning Systems zero-emissions hydrogen fuel cell range
extender for the LightningElectric Ford Transit has been developed in partnership with several
industry partners and will extend the range of the LE 50 to over miles. Hazardous materials:
Adoption of miscellaneous petitions to reduce regulatory burdens Jun 2, â€”. Maintainer
expands its electric-hydraulic crane line Jun 2, â€” Maintainer Corporation of Iowa Inc.
Hendrickson announces new VP of marketing Jun 2, â€” Hendrickson Itasca, Illinois announced
Jeff Sass joined in a new key role as vice president of marketing. GM proposes nationwide
zero-emissions vehicle sales mandate Jun 2, â€” General Motors says it will as
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k the federal government for one national gas mileage standard, including a requirement that a
percentage of auto companies' sales be zero-emissions vehicles. GTA data logger drive and
duty cycle analysis program Jun 2, â€”. Bonnell expansion leads to updated customer journey
Jun 2, â€” Bonnell Industries Inc Dixon, Illinois recently implemented a number of changes to
increase convenience and streamline the purchasing and servicing process. ReeferTek adds
refrigerated truck body conversion capability Jun 2, â€” ReeferTek USA, a national
manufacturer of refrigerated vans, recently introduced a new line of refrigerated truck bodies.
Upfitters' recall responsibilities Jun 2, â€” In the last year, record numbers of vehicle recalls
have been reported. Ranger Design revamps Partskeeper cases and cabinets Jun 2, â€” Ranger
Design Montreal, Quebec launched a revamped version of one of their most popular product
lines, the Partskeeper cases and cabinets. Truck Equipment Glossary - J Jun 2, â€”.

